Organization in biological membranes spans many orders of magnitude in length scale, but limited resolution in far-field light microscopy has impeded distinction between numerous biomembrane models. One canonical example of a heterogeneously distributed membrane protein is hemagglutinin (HA) from influenza virus, which is associated with controversial cholesterol-rich lipid rafts. Using fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy, we are able to image distributions of tens of thousands of HA molecules with subdiffraction resolution (Ϸ40 nm) in live and fixed fibroblasts. HA molecules form irregular clusters on length scales from Ϸ40 nm up to many micrometers, consistent with results from electron microscopy. In live cells, the dynamics of HA molecules within clusters is observed and quantified to determine an effective diffusion coefficient. The results are interpreted in terms of several established models of biological membranes.
Organization in biological membranes spans many orders of magnitude in length scale, but limited resolution in far-field light microscopy has impeded distinction between numerous biomembrane models. One canonical example of a heterogeneously distributed membrane protein is hemagglutinin (HA) from influenza virus, which is associated with controversial cholesterol-rich lipid rafts. Using fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy, we are able to image distributions of tens of thousands of HA molecules with subdiffraction resolution (Ϸ40 nm) in live and fixed fibroblasts. HA molecules form irregular clusters on length scales from Ϸ40 nm up to many micrometers, consistent with results from electron microscopy. In live cells, the dynamics of HA molecules within clusters is observed and quantified to determine an effective diffusion coefficient. The results are interpreted in terms of several established models of biological membranes.
hemagglutinin ͉ microdomains ͉ fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy ͉ photoactivation ͉ rafts B ecause lateral organization in biological membranes is necessary to orchestrate cell function (1) , it is crucial to determine the molecular basis of this organization, which is exploited by viruses for their entry into host cells (2) . One example of a clustered membrane protein is influenza hemagglutinin (HA), which mediates membrane fusion and entry of influenza virus (3): its lateral distribution into microscopic clusters is crucial for that function (3, 4) . However, the visualization of such membrane clusters in live cells has been limited by the resolution of light microscopy (5) . Recent developments in subdiffraction microscopy now permit imaging of intracellular protein distributions at nanometer length scales (6) (7) (8) . Surprisingly, fluorescence photoactivation localization microscopy (FPALM) (7) can be used in living cells to image the lateral distribution and dynamics of HA, with a demonstrated resolution of Ϸ40 nm and molecular position information every Ϸ150 ms. HA molecules are mostly mobile, indicating fluidity, not gel phase; yet the borders of their boundaries are irregular, inconsistent with expectations for liquid-ordered domains. Thus, many models of membrane lateral organization are inconsistent with the results, leaving only models that feature mobile protein molecules in fluid membranes excluded from certain regions; e.g., by the cytoskeleton or other structures. Moreover, our results suggest a means to decipher the mechanism of many biological processes with time-resolved data at nanometer resolution in living cells. In principle, these methods can be applied to image any biological structure (i) that does not remodel on time scales faster than the acquisition time, (ii) that can be labeled with a photoactivatable fluorophore, and (iii) whose structures of interest can be found partially or entirely within the focal plane of the microscope in use.
HA enables viral entry by opening a fusion pore in the host endosomal membrane, leading to the release of viral RNA into the cytoplasm (3, 9). The clustered lateral distribution of HA trimers in cell plasma membranes (10, 11) depends on cholesterol-rich raft membrane microdomains (1, 2) for budding (12) and fusion (4) . However, consensus on the existence, structure, size, and dynamics of rafts continues to be elusive because of disparate results obtained by a variety of methods (13) . Instead, rafts are defined principally by biochemical means (14, 15) , and numerous biophysical models including lipid shells (5), temporary lateral confinement (16, 17) , preferential partitioning (18) , and nanodomains (15, 19 ) cannot be distinguished easily because they predict crucial structural details on length scales much smaller than the wavelength of visible light. Further distinction between these membrane models would provide insight into a large number of biological processes that depend on rafts (5, 15, 20) .
We describe the use of FPALM (7) in living cells to image the nanoscale distribution and dynamics of HA tagged with photoactivatable green fluorescent protein (PA-GFP) (21) . The range of length scales accessible to FPALM (Ϸ40 nm to Ͼ100 m) is crucial for direct visualization of rafts, which in live cells are proposed to be smaller than the diffraction-limited resolution of visible light (5).
Results and Discussion
FPALM can be used to visualize protein distributions in living cells at length scales much less than the diffraction-limited resolution, r 0 , as shown in images of PA-GFP-tagged influenza HA (PA-GFP-HA) expressed in fibroblasts and compared with confocal and widefield fluorescence microscope images (Figs. 1 and 2). By FPALM and confocal microscopy, EGFP-HA was both membrane-bound and intracellular (Fig. 1) . During FPALM measurements, focusing the objective on the coverslipproximal portion of the plasma membrane revealed numerous green-fluorescent molecules. Molecules were observed to flicker and blink, as well as to apparently photobleach irreversibly. Focusing further into the cell typically yielded fewer visible molecules within the focal plane and limited the size of membrane patches that could be imaged in a given focal plane. Out-of-focus molecules were sometimes intermittently visible but did not produce a bright enough signal to be localized and rather contributed to the spatially dependent fluorescence background level. A typical fixed-cell widefield image, FPALM image, and zoom-in with high density of visible PA-GFP molecules are shown in Fig. 1 A-H. A comparison between widefield fluorescence and FPALM imaging of the upper portion of the same cell is shown in Fig. 1 C-H, demonstrating significant resolution enhancement. The position of each molecule is plotted as a Gaussian spot with amplitude proportional to the observed intensity of the molecule and width of Ϸ40 nm (close to the estimated localization precision), consistent with the FWHM of Ϸ41 Ϯ 2 nm of one of the cell processes in Fig. 1I [see supporting information (SI) Text and SI Fig. 11 for more details on rendering methods]. Note that the labeled HA distribution is clustered ( Figs. 1 and 2) , and that HA sometimes forms elongated structures (Fig. 2) . Both compact and elongated clusters were observed in en face membrane sections labeled with ␣-HA primary antibody and 10-nm gold colloid-labeled secondary antibody, critical-point dried, and imaged by transmission EM (Fig. 2B) .
Because cellular membrane organization is expected to be highly dynamic (16, 19) , we have quantified the motion of Ͼ10 To consider shorter length and time scales (e.g., intracluster dynamics), positions of individual localized PA-GFP-HA molecules were plotted as a function of time, along with the overall distribution of molecules ultimately obtained ( Fig. 3 ; also see SI Movies 1 and 2). Molecules are frequently visible for two to four successive frames, during which time (Ϸ150-600 ms) they move on Ϸ100-nm length scales. However, these motions were found to be spatially constrained and did not span the entire lateral space available within the membrane (Fig. 3C) . Instead, motions mapped out regions with elongated shapes and irregular boundaries ( Fig. 3 ; also see SI Text and SI Figs. 12 and 13), suggesting that HAs may move along one-dimensional paths within the two-dimensional membrane. Alternatively, because some membrane regions appear to be inaccessible to HA, mobile HA molecules may undergo tethered diffusion. Such results are consistent with observations by confocal microscopy and EM that the clustered distribution of HA leaves many areas with significantly lower than average density (10) .
Localized HA positions were analyzed for displacements from one frame to the next, and from the ith frame to the (i ϩ k)th frame, for live and fixed cells (see SI Text for further details). The value of k can be converted into a time difference ϭ F ϫ k, where F is the time between successive frames. Because it is difficult to decisively identify that a particular molecule in an earlier frame is the same molecule in a later frame, all distances between each localized HA and all others in the (i ϩ k)th frame are tabulated, and the distribution of distances squared (including displacements in both lateral directions) is plotted for very short length scales. Striking differences in distance distributions are apparent when comparing live and fixed cells (Fig. 4 A and  B) . The distribution in fixed cells is significantly narrower, with a peak at Ϸ(40 nm) 2 ϭ 1,600 nm 2 , whereas the peak for live cells shifts from Ϸ(60 nm) 2 at k ϭ 1 to (260 nm) 2 at k ϭ 4. The location of the peak does not change significantly in fixed cells, although the amplitude of the peak decreases exponentially with k, because of photobleaching of molecules after a few frames (SI Figs. [5] [6] [7] [8] . The decay of the distribution as k increases is also different when comparing the live and fixed cells, and the portion of the distribution that does decay is confined to shorter length scales in fixed cells, again indicating that little motion is occurring from frame to frame. The significant differences between live and fixed cell distance distributions reflect the motion of HA molecules in live cells and can be used to quantify the dynamics of such molecules within the membrane. Diffusion of molecules can be described in two dimensions by a normalized Gaussian probability density function:
which predicts that the probability of finding the same molecule at a distance r from its position at time t ϭ 0 decays exponentially with distance squared. For diffusion alone, 2 ϭ 2Dt, where D is the diffusion coefficient and is the standard deviation in position. The histogram of all distances was calculated as a function of displacement squared for live cells and fixed cells (corrected for differences in time between frames) and is shown in Fig. 4 C and D 
The time dependence of the distance histograms shown in Fig.  4 A and B was quantified by using Eq. 1 plus a time-independent constant offset to fit the total number of observed HA-HA distances between 0.1 m and 0.56 m, as a function of time delay between frames (Fig. 4E ). As expected, little time dependence was observed in fixed cells. For the live cells, using the diffusion coefficient D eff ϭ 0.086 m 2 /s (from above) and r ϭ 0.338 m (equal to the average value of r within the range of distances that were binned) described the time dependence of the histograms, except for time differences Ͻ0.3 s. Thus, the distribution of HA-HA distances is fairly well described by a diffusion-like process (Eq. 1) on short length scales (Ͻ0.4 m), except that the molecules cannot access certain membrane regions (Figs. 1-3 ). The deviation in Fig. 4E between the histogram of HA-HA distances and Eq. 1 in live cells indicates that more HAs were close to another HA in the next frame than would be predicted if all HAs were diffusing with D eff . However, it is known from FRAP studies of HA in cell membranes that a fraction of HA molecules (15-25%) are immobile (18, 23) . Such an immobile fraction would lead to a small (Ϸ2.3-6.3%) increase in the number of observed HA-HA distances that are shorter than predicted by diffusion. The deviation between observed and expected at ϭ 0.19 s in Fig. 4E is equal to 6,270 out of 109,790, or Ϸ5.7%. Although this deviation is consistent with the immobile fraction determined by FRAP, we cannot be certain that it is the immobile fraction.
Ripley's K test was used to quantify the degree of HA clustering as a function of length scale. Results (Fig. 4F) show clustering of HA on all length scales tested, consistent with previous results from EM (10) extended to longer length scales in both living and fixed cells (see SI Figs. 12 and 13 for additional images). Clustering on many length scales implies that definition of a single cluster size is not possible, consistent with the finding that rafts observed by many methods have many different (seemingly contradictory) sizes (5).
Our results for HA are inconsistent with several established membrane domain models. In most cases, clusters do not have perimeter-minimized boundaries and often show elongated shapes and narrow extensions on submicrometer length scales (Figs. 1-3) . In contrast, rounded boundaries would be expected for fluid phase domains in coexistence with another fluid phase (24) , and if domains were ideally mixed, the distribution of HA would be expected to be uniform on length scales much less than the domain size (10) . Rather, we observe nonrandomness on all length scales tested, which is inconsistent with partitioning into ideally mixed fluid domains with any well defined size measurable by FPALM or EM. Models that predict a tightly packed, static collection of HAs into a solid or gel phase are also inconsistent with our observations. One would expect HA inside a solid phase to be immobile, but our FPALM results show lateral motion of HA on length scales of 200 nm and smaller, and FRAP results show similar motion on longer length scales, except for a small immobile fraction (18, 23) . However, FRAP cannot access details on subdiffraction length scales and does not detect differences in the behavior of individual molecules. Although normal microscopy methods (such as confocal and FRAP) can image dynamics, they have limited resolution, and although EM has excellent resolution, it is difficult to use to image dynamics. The ability to both image the clusters and the motions of individual molecules comprising those clusters on 40-nm length scales has led to the insights reported here. The observed HA clusters in live cells are much larger than just a few molecules or a few nanometers, making these results for HA inconsistent with a purely nanoscopic domain membrane model (19) . However, nanometer-sized domains that are themselves part of larger clusters, or clusters with a range of sizes extending down to sizes of a few nanometers in width but not length (for example in disperse or elongated clusters where domain perimeter and area are not simply related), could describe these observations. The motion of clusters, range of cluster sizes, and diffusion-like motion of molecules within clusters suggest that the apparent diffusion rate of membrane objects will depend on the length scale being tested, explaining earlier published data (18, 25) .
The observed elongated clusters and irregular domain boundaries suggest that line tension (and thus lipid fluid phase behavior) plays a limited role in domain shape (24) , but interactions between the cytoskeleton and membrane proteins could certainly produce such a distribution of HA clusters within which lipids and proteins are confined but diffuse locally, such as has been suggested by Edidin, Kusumi, Vale, and others (16, 17, 26, 27) . Interdependence of raft protein trafficking, lipid second messengers, and the cytoskeleton merit further investigation (27) (28) (29) . Finally, the demonstrated ability to visualize nanoscale intracellular dynamics suggests an even broader range of applications accessible to PALM and FPALM, in contrast to previous predictions that PALM and FPALM would not be possible in live cells (6) .
Materials and Methods
Generation of pHA-PAGFP Construct. A modified pEGFP-N1 plasmid (Clontech) containing a PA-GFP in place of EGFP (pPA-GFP) was digested with XmaI and PstI to linearize the plasmid. A pEGFP-N1 plasmid containing an N-terminal HA (X:31 strain) tag (pHA-EGFP) that had been created and described previously (18) was also digested with XmaI and PstI to generate a fragment containing the HA tag. Both digested pPA-GFP vector and HA insert fragments were gel-purified and ligated together. Transformed clones were screened by XmaI and PstI restriction digestion. Clones containing correct insert and vector fragments were sequenced at the cloning junctions to ensure correct integration of the HA tag into the GFP protein sequence. The resulting N-terminal HA-tagged photoactivatable GFP (pHA-PAGFP) construct was purified by using Maxiprep (Eppendorf) and used in subsequent experiments.
Cell Culture. HAb2 fibroblasts were grown to Ϸ80% confluence on eight-well chambers with #1. Live or fixed cells at room temperature in an eight-well NUNC chamber with #1.5 coverslip bottom were then illuminated by two lasers: (i) the readout beam, 6-10 mW of continuous-wave Argon ion laser power at 496 nm, spread over an area at the sample of Ϸ1,000 m 2 to yield Ϸ600-1,000 W/cm 2 ; and (ii) the activation beam, a 405-nm laser (CrystaLaser) with Ϸ0.5-1 mW of power spread over Ϸ125-250 m 2 to yield 400 W/cm 2 . The activation beam was aligned to illuminate the same (central) region of the field as the readout beam. The readout beam continuously illuminated the sample during data acquisition, while the activation beam was pulsed for Ϸ1-10 s to photoactivate PA-GFP molecules whenever the density of visible molecules within the sample declined to fewer than Ϸ10. Activation of PA-GFPs by the readout beam (496-nm illumination only) occurred at a slow rate but reduced the frequency at which 405-nm activation pulses were needed. Please see SI Text and SI Table 1 for further details. The lower (coverslip-proximal) surface of the cell was imaged, rather than the top surface of the cell, to maximize the area within which the plasma membrane was in focus. Photoactivated molecules were visualized by imaging the fluorescence onto a charge-coupled device camera (QuantiFire; Optronics) or an electron-multiplication charge-coupled device camera (Cascade 512B; Photometrics). Frames were acquired (i) with the QuantiFire camera using 2 ϫ 2 binning, 0.1-0.2 s acquisition time per frame (time between frames of Ϸ0.25 s), and gain 6-8, and (ii) with the Cascade 512 camera using 1 ϫ 1 binning, 0.15 s acquisition time per frame (time between frames of 0.19 s), on-chip multiplication gain 1,500-3,500, and conversion gain 6 e Ϫ /ADU. For live-cell imaging, overall acquisition time was kept as short as possible (in most cases Ͻ300 s), or analysis was restricted to the first 500 frames (Ϸ100 s) to minimize gross motion of cellular structures or the cells themselves.
Postacquisition image analysis determined molecular positions by screening images for objects above an intensity threshold (typically a few hundred photons) and below a second threshold for objects too bright or large to be single molecules. The positions of objects which were within the thresholds were then determined. First, the centroid coordinates were determined and used as the initial guess in a least-squares fit of the backgroundsubtracted image of the object using a Gaussian profile I͑x, y͒ ϭ I 0 e Ϫ2͓͑xϪx0͒ 2 ϩ͑yϪy0͒ 2 ͔͞r 0 2 , where I 0 is the peak pixel value, x 0 and y 0 are the coordinates of the center of the fluorescent object, and r 0 is the 1/e 2 radius of the point-spread function (PSF). Best-fit results yielded the x-y coordinates (x 0 , y 0 ) and intensity I 0 (proportional to the number of detected photons) for each bright object. Either a constant background was subtracted from each image before analysis or a nonuniform background was subtracted as follows. A widefield sum was generated for a given time-series acquisition by summing (over time) all widefield images analyzed. The widefield sum image was then divided by its average intensity to generate a normalized intensity profile (an image with an average pixel value of 1). For each individual image of the acquisition, the average intensity was also calculated. The nonuniform background profile was then calculated as either 90% or 95% of the product of the intensity profile and this average intensity, and was subtracted from the original image before analysis.
Image Rendering. Two-dimensional maps of intensity-weighted molecular positions (FPALM images) were generated from the coordinates and intensities determined by image analysis. Each molecule is represented as a spot with amplitude proportional to the number of detected photons and Gaussian radially symmetric profile of width (unless otherwise noted) 40 nm, which is approximately equal to the estimated lateral resolution. Alternatively, molecules were rendered with amplitude proportional to the number of detected photons and spot size equal to the calculated localization precision (30) , using the measured background noise and number of detected photons.
Widefield imaging was carried out simultaneously in the FPALM setup (the same images are saved and analyzed to localize molecules for FPALM, or summed to generate a widefield image). The excitation wavelength x ϭ 496 nm and detection wavelength range d ϭ 510-560 nm, objective (1.2 N.A. ϫ60 water), and camera(s) used were therefore identical to those used for FPALM.
K-Test Analysis. Ripley's K test (31) was performed by methods published previously (10) . Raw K-test amplitudes were normalized (divided) by the 99% confidence interval for presentation and comparison; therefore, a K-test amplitude of 1 indicates a 99% probability of clustering and a 1% chance of a random distribution.
Histogram Analysis. The histogram H(r, k) of all distances r between each localized HA and all others localized k frames later was determined for values of k ϭ 0-10. This histogram was found to contain contributions from individual molecular motions, from the overall pattern of clustering, and from photobleaching. In live cells, the time dependence (k dependence) of H(r, k) was described well by Eq. 1 plus a constant baseline. Data taken using different frame rates were combined after the mean-squared displacement values were scaled linearly by the time between frames, which was either 190 or 270 ms for all live-cell data.
Membrane Retrieval and Preparation for Electron Microscopy. The following methods were described previously (10) . Briefly, HAb2 fibroblasts, which express the Japan strain of HA 0 (here referred to as HA), were grown as a monolayer on glass coverslips (22 ϫ 22 mm) to Ϸ80% confluence. Membranes were extracted by the procedure of Sanan and Anderson (32) , labeled with primary antibody against HA, and fixed with 2% paraformaldehyde and 0.05% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M Hendry's phosphate buffer for 20 min at room temperature. Alternatively, cells were fixed before labeling, and then the membranes were extracted. Secondary antibody with 10-nm colloidal gold was used to label the primary antibody and provide image contrast. Samples were critical-point dried before imaging with a transmission electron microscope (100 CX; JEOL) at ϫ50,000 magnification and 80 kV. Please see SI Text for further details.
